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The 4Cs

We measure whether we have
been successful in reaching our
mission for each student using
the following factors:
Competency: The mastery of
subject matter curriculum.
Character: Traits that emphasize
honesty, integrity, respect,
responsible behavior and
appropriate social skills.
Culture: Positive contribution
to establishing and nurturing a
supportive learning environment.
Community: Involvement
both inside and outside
our schools that furthers
the learning process.

2018-2019 Annual Report
I am excited to share the 2018-2019 Oregon School
District Student Achievement Report. This school
year was filled with many accomplishments of our
students, staff, and community.
Once again, I am pleased to report that our District
remains strong and we are continually advancing
our mission of helping students acquire the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes needed to achieve their
individual potential.
We accomplish our mission by remaining committed to our District values
developed together with our staff and community. These five core values
continue to be at the center of our work and guide us in all we do to
provide the best possible learning environment for our learners.
The success of the Oregon School District is being noticed by those
around us and we are preparing to welcome an additional 2,000 students
to our District in the coming years. We are planning for this significant
growth in the same way we have historically approached planning for our
future: by working together with our community.
We are fortunate to have a strong partnerships between our schools,
families, and community. This strong partnership provides a supportive
foundation for children in our community and their future success.
On the following pages you will find results from the 2018-2019 school
year displayed through numbers, words, and images. Our goal in sharing
information in this way is to provide families and community members
with a glimpse of life in our schools. It is our hope that by continuing to
share information, we will further foster and strengthen our very important
school and community connections.
I am very grateful to be part of the Oregon School District. Thank you for
supporting our schools and for your partnership in ensuring our schools
remain strong well into the future!!

Dr. Brian S. Busler
Oregon School Superintendent
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… helping students acquire the
skills, knowledge, and attitudes
to achieve their individual potential …
From the Oregon School District Mission Statement

What We Value
WHOLE CHILD EMPHASIS
Each child is healthy, safe, engaged,
supported and challenged.
§ Meet the academic, behavioral, social
and emotional needs of all learners.
§ Discover and nurture the talents and
interests of all learners.
§ Ensure all learners meet the “The Four
C’s” measures of success: Competency,
Character, Culture and Community.
EDUCATIONAL EQUITY
All learners reach their full potential.
§ Ensure high quality outcomes
for learners.
§ Ensure every learner has what they
need to develop to their academic
and social potential.
§ Actively work to eliminate gaps in
access and opportunity, and barriers
to learning.

RELEVANT & EMPOWERING
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
We are learner-centered, focused
on the abilities, interests and goals
of each individual.
§ Empower learners to become academic,
career and community ready.
§ Provide meaningful learning
experiences inside and outside
the classroom.
§ Ensure that learning is not limited to
students, but also includes educators,
staff, families and the community.

STRONG FAMILY &
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Families and the community are
our partners.
§ Create opportunities for
community members to play
important roles in lives of students.
§ Communicate effectively to
strengthen partnerships.
§ Affirm that school facilities are
community facilities.

CARING & PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS
Skilled, motivating educators are critical to
student success.
§ Retain, attract and develop educators.
§ Foster an environment of
continual learning.
§ Cultivate an environment where
educators find meaning and value
in their work.
§ Prioritize the development of meaningful
relationships with learners.

CARING &
PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATORS

RELEVANT &
EMPOWERING
LEARNING
EXPERIENCES

WHOLE CHILD
EMPHASIS
STRONG
FAMILY &
COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS
EDUCATIONAL
EQUITY

Approved by the Oregon School Board-July, 2016

Created from the stakeholder work at the 2015 Visioning Conference 2.0 (strategic planning school/community meeting).

OregonSD.org
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Oregon School District

4,125

students enrolled

650

staff members

27,000+

community volunteer hours

357

classes offered through
Community Education

251

aquatics classes offered
at the Oregon Pool

279,467

healthy lunches served

34,730

healthy breakfasts served

SCHOOLS
3 ELEMENTARY (grades K-4)
1 INTERMEDIATE (grades 5-6)
1 MIDDLE (grades 7-8)
1 HIGH SCHOOL (grades 9-12)

OSD covers 81.1 square miles (56,384 acres) and spans ten municipalities
within three counties.
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Student Voices
I really like the library because they have
everything I like to read. In the lunch room we can
sit by all of our friends. The playground is really fun
because of all the monkey bars.
-Henry, Grade 1

We get to do activities to show what we
learned. Teachers don’t just give us worksheets and
they are really nice.
-Rebekah, Grade 6

There are lots of chances to do things that
students at other schools don’t get to do. I
really like math and science and like hands-on
things. I probably want to be an engineer.
-Isaac, Grade 8

My favorite thing about going to school in
Oregon is how my environment has shaped my
perspective as a whole. Oregon has helped me
create a mindset of wanting to teach others and
then collaborate. I do not think I would have the
open-minded mindset I have today if I did not go to
the Oregon School District.
-Carlie, Grade 12

OregonSD.org
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Oregon School District Staff
The Best Educator in Every Classroom
The 2018-2019 school year marked the third implementation year of the Teacher Compensation Plan. This plan was approved by
the community in the 2016 referendum for the purpose of attracting, retaining, and developing talent. An important component
of this plan is a strong focus on staff development.
A Focus on Continual Staff Professional Development
In addition to the regular inservice training during the school year, teachers complete five days of professional learning in a
“pathway.” Pathways are learning experiences designed to reflect our district’s core values. The current pathways are Highly
Effective Practices, Educational Equity, and New Educator. Personalized Learning and the Whole Child Emphasis are woven
throughout all pathways.

Highly Effective Practices
Enhancing and sharing teaching
practices that are known to impact
student learning.

Andrea Anderson (OHS)
Instructional Coach

Professional learning in the OSD
is grounded in the perspective that
caring, professional educators are
often the best resources for each
other. Teacher-driven professional
learning that focuses on practices
most likely to impact student learning
is encouraged and prioritized
here in Oregon. This approach is
championed by leaders who truly
believe we are better together.
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Educational Equity
Each child receives what they need
to develop to their full academic and
social potential.

Jenn Landas (NKE)
Kindergarten Teacher

Choosing the Equity Pathway has
allowed me to examine my privilege
and reflect on how implicit bias can
affect families in my classroom. I
am honored to serve on the District
Equity Leadership Team, which offers
learning experiences for staff to
encourage a better understanding of
what ‘equity’ means for our learners
and their support systems.

New Educator
All educators new to the Oregon School
District follow this pathway, which
includes an orientation and courses
tailored to new educators.

Tori Landsverk (OMS)
World Language Teacher

The Oregon New Educator
Pathway is a wonderful opportunity
to learn and grow with other new
teachers in the district. This pathway
presents the unique chance to
improve and grow, while being
supported by your mentor and
colleagues. This intentional support
system allowed me to do my best
during my first year as a teacher.
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Staff Voices
The Oregon School District
gives educators the support
and tools necessary to extend
and create new, engaging
curriculums. These educational
experiences empower students
of all ages to become future
leaders. The entire learning
community truly has an emphasis
on teaching the whole child.
-Dan Hillgartner (BKE)
Physical Education
& Mindfulness Teacher

OregonSD.org

I feel so fortunate to be a
member of the Oregon School
District community. This community
of passionate, professional,
committed teachers, administrators,
and support staff seek to encourage
and share a love of learning. I
learn from my coworkers daily and
appreciate the value the district
places on our continued growth and
development. I am proud to teach in
a district that sees the importance of
caring for the whole child.
-Janet Schulenberg (RCI)
Science & Social Studies Teacher
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Early Learning / Four Year Old Kindergarten
The Oregon School District collaborates with seven local
community preschools and child care facilities to offer our
Early Learning/4K program. We know that creating strong
family and community connections creates supportive
relationships that leads to lifelong success.
The early childhood years are very important for children
and their parents. When children experience success in
responsive, nurturing programs, they gain essential skills
and knowledge.

Our Early Learning/4K program is focused on instilling a love
of learning through a balance of play and developmentally
appropriate, hands-on experiences for all children. This is
accomplished by offering a play-based curriculum designed
to support creativity, curiosity, critical thinking, and
relationship-building.
Our Early Learning/4K program also places a strong focus
on the Whole Child Emphasis, one of the core values of the
Oregon School District, by promoting kindness, wellness
and strong social-emotional skills.

208

4K students
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COMPETENCY

94%

CULTURE

100%

of students met or exceeded grade
level literacy benchmarks*

of students and families
reported feeling safe at school

85% of students met or exceeded grade

99% of students said they like school

level expectations in mathematics*

CHARACTER

2+ HOURS

per month dedicated to staff
development in equity, inclusivity, social-emotional
learning, and Zones of Regulation

COMMUNITY
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Partnership with
community-based
facilities to administer our 4K program

145+ hours of community outreach to 4K families
*Competency statistics are based on PALS literacy and math assessments as well as other assessment measures. The Oregon School District believes in utilizing multiple
points of data to examine learner growth and progress.

OregonSD.org
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Elementary Schools (Brooklyn, Netherwood Knoll, Prairie View)
A strong focus on the Oregon School District’s value of the
Whole Child Emphasis is a key part of the curriculum at all
elementary schools. Providing a safe and supportive learning
environment encourages all children to express their creativity
and explore a wide variety of material that matches their
personal interests. Helping children become independent
learners is also an important focus during the elementary years.
Examples of the Whole Child Emphasis in our
elementary schools include:
§ Helping children learn how to effectively understand and
manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and

1,496

show empathy for others, maintain positive relationships,
and make responsible decisions;
§ Integrating a growth mindset - the belief that abilities and
talents can be developed through effort and persistence into all components of learning;
§ Offering integrated learning experiences in Music, World
Language, Physical Education and Art;
§ Teaching and modeling health and wellness, including
healthy food choices, the importance of sleep, and healthy
activities such as gardening, active lifestyles, movement and
mindfulness; and
§ Encouraging children to develop leadership and teamwork
skills by participating in school committees, leadership
teams, and community service activities.

students grades K-4
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COMPETENCY

96%

of students read at/above grade level
or made one year of progress in the past year*

CULTURE

93%

of students, staff, and parents feel that
our schools foster a culture where learners are
encouraged to do their best

94% of students met/exceeded grade level

expectations in mathematics or made one year
of progress in the past year*

CHARACTER

80% of students report that they and

others follow school-wide expectations.

COMMUNITY

85%

of students, staff, and families feel valued
as members of our learning community

8,085+ community volunteer hours in our
elementary schools

*Competency statistics are based primarily on STAR reading and math assessments as well as other assessment measures. The Oregon School District believes in utilizing
multiple points of data to examine learner growth and progress.

OregonSD.org
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Rome Corners Intermediate School
Rome Corners Intermediate School serves learners in grades
5 and 6. Our intermediate school offers an inclusive and
supportive environment that is designed to continue to
develop our learners’ academic and social & emotional skills.
Our teachers deliver a rigorous curriculum that develops skills
for learners to be successful in middle school and beyond.
Our Whole Child Emphasis continues to be an important
component of the curriculum for our 5th and 6th grade
learners. Examples include:
§ Offering explicit instruction on developing resiliency, selfregulation, organization, positive social interaction, and
social-emotional learning;

§ Encouraging and practicing a growth mindset: the belief
that abilities and talents can be developed through effort
and persistence;
§ Offering integrated learning experiences in World
Language, Physical Education, Music (band, orchestra,
choir), Technology Education, STEAM, and Art;
§ Teaching and modeling green and healthy lifestyle choices,
including healthy food choices, the importance of sleep,
and healthy activities such as gardening and composting,
active lifestyles, and mindfulness; and
§ Offering opportunities for teamwork and leadership
development in activities, such as Student Council,
community service activities and student-initiated clubs.

641

students grades 5-6
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COMPETENCY

93%

of students read at/above grade level
or made one year of progress in the past year*

CULTURE

93% of students reported feeling safe at school

95% of students met/exceeded grade level

expectations in mathematics or made one year
of progress in the past year*

CHARACTER

70%

of students agreed that students
at this school treat me with respect

COMMUNITY

88%

of parents reported feeling that
RCI is a safe environment

1,797+ community volunteer hours at RCI

*Competency statistics are based primarily on STAR reading and math assessments as well as other assessment measures. The Oregon School District believes in utilizing
multiple points of data to examine learner growth and progress.

OregonSD.org
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Oregon Middle School
Oregon Middle School serves learners in grades 7 and 8. In
addition to a rigorous academic curriculum, a strong focus on
the Whole Child Emphasis continues in the middle school years
as students prepare to enter high school. Examples include:

§ Providing impactful learning experiences in all content
areas including Art, Careers, Music (band, orchestra,
choir), Literacy, Physical Education, Social Studies, and
World Language;

§ Continuing to help learners develop and practice socialemotional learning skills and apply these skills to meet their
academic, social, and behavioral needs;

§ Engaging learners by integrating Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Math (STEAM) and environmental
awareness into classroom subjects and additional activities;

§ Practicing and encouraging a growth mindset by promoting
our belief that all students can achieve high levels of
academic success;

§ Teaching and modeling health and wellness, including
healthy food choices, the importance of sleep, and
lifelong health activities such as gardening, active
lifestyles, and mindfulness; and

613

§ Encouraging opportunities for teamwork and leadership
development in activities, such as student clubs, sports, and
community service activities.

students grades 7-8
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COMPETENCY

89%

of students read at/above grade level
or made one year of progress in the past year*

CULTURE

85% students reported feeling safe at school

86% of students met/exceeded grade level

expectations in mathematics or made one year
of progress in the past year*

CHARACTER

70%

of students agreed that
students showed respect to one another

COMMUNITY

75%

of parents reported feeling informed of
their child’s progress

1,610+ community volunteer hours at OMS

*Competency statistics are based primarily on STAR reading and math assessments as well as other assessment measures. The Oregon School District believes in utilizing
multiple points of data to examine learner growth and progress.

OregonSD.org
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Oregon High School
Learners at Oregon High School continue to develop and
build on the strong academic and Whole Child foundation
created in earlier years. Our goal is for all students to
graduate from Oregon High School with knowledge, skills,
and experiences to be successful in their future endeavors.
Students are provided with opportunities for identifying
strengths and developing areas of interest that prepare them
for the future. Examples include:
§ Offering a wide variety of curricular offerings in
core and elective areas to create a well-rounded
educational experience;

1,167

students grades 9-12
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§ Engaging in Academic & Career Planning (ACP): a
process that actively engages students in learning
experiences in which our schools, families, postsecondary partners, businesses and community work
collaboratively to prepare students to succeed in an everchanging, diverse, global society;
§ Offering a School to Career Program, which allows students
to extend classroom learning by working in a professional
setting that aligns with their future aspirations;
§ Providing social-emotional learning and support through a
dedicated student services team;
§ Creating opportunities to practice being an active
community member, with all students performing at least
40 hours of community volunteer service; and
§ Offering leadership opportunities through a wide variety
of clubs.
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CHARACTER

70%

of students participate in one
or more co-curricular activities

49% of students participate in athletics
COMPETENCY

97% graduation rate; 4-year average 98%;

state average 88%; national average 82%

ACT

Class of 2019 composite score: 20.9;
state composite score: 19.6

AP

29% increase in AP exams taken
86% pass rate on AP exams

CULTURE

91%

of students agreed
that OHS is a safe environment

82% of parents agreed that

OHS promotes achievement

95.9% attendance rate
COMMUNITY

15,000+ community volunteer hours
Note: The Oregon School District believes in utilizing multiple points of data to examine learner growth and progress.

OregonSD.org
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2018-2019 District Recognition
WISCONSIN SCHOOL
HEALTH AWARD recipient
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GREEN & HEALTHY
SCHOOLS WI recognition

Brooklyn Elementary and Oregon
Middle School are designated US
Department of Education GREEN

RIBBON SCHOOLS

2018–2019 ANNUAL REPORT

Oregon School District named

BEST COMMUNITIES FOR MUSIC
EDUCATION by the National Association of
Music Merchants (NAMM) Foundation

OregonSD.org

All schools received rating of “MEETS,”
EXCEEDS,” or “SIGNIFICANTLY
EXCEEDS” expectations on WI Dept. of
Public Instruction 2018-2019 Report Cards
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Community & School Partnerships
It is common practice in the Oregon
School District to work together
with our community to plan for the
future. One of the ways we do this is
by assembling committees and task
forces that include students, parents,
staff, and community members. These
groups study important topics and
share recommendations with the
Oregon School Board. There were three
formal groups that either started or
continued work during the 2018-2019
school year: Youth & Sports Task Force,
Board Apportionment Task Force, and
Attendance Area Boundary Committee.
Youth Sports & Athletics Task Force
In early 2017, the Oregon School Board
established the Youth Sports & Athletics
Task Force with the goal of developing
recommended actions to ensure that
youth sports and athletic programs
are built upon a foundation of learning
and our sports culture is a strong and
positive one. After reviewing national
research, studying participation data
and hosting a community member
summit, the task force made the
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following three recommendations that
were implemented during the 20182019 school year: (1) conduct a student
and parent survey to better understand
access, equity and opportunities, (2)
form a consortium of Youth Sports
Organizations and the Oregon School
District to develop best practices, shared
beliefs and information processes, and
(3) create an Advisory Council charged
with developing tools and mechanisms
to provide education on what it means
to be a “sport parent.”
Apportionment Task Force
In July 2018, the Oregon School
Board created a task force to examine
the current structure of the Board
in light of the significant growth
projected for the Oregon School
District. The Board asked three former
board members to serve on the task
force. The group studied the current
boundaries, estimated equalized value,
population, number and percentage
of resident students, and student
growth projections. The task force
recommended that (1) the Board

have three areas instead of four to
ensure geographic boundaries and
a more even distribution of students
represented by each Board member,
and (2) Board member terms be
staggered to ensure Board stability
and encourage the continuity of
community leadership.
Attendance Area
Boundary Committee
To continue planning for student growth
and preparing to open the district’s
fourth elementary school, a committee
was assembled in May 2019 to provide
guidance on developing, evaluating,
and presenting school attendance area
options. The committee was comprised
of administrators, staff, parents of K-6
children, a bus driver, and a student
representative. The committee’s
recommendation will be leveraged
when determining K-6 attendance area
boundaries beginning in the 2020-2021
school year.
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Community Voices
As a volunteer in my kids’
classrooms, with the PTO, and on
the District’s Attendance Boundary
Committee, I’ve seen first-hand the
strong partnership between our
District and community. Community
support, involvement and voice
make our schools better and I’m
proud to be part of a District that
both recognizes this value and works
to create an inclusive environment
where everyone is welcome.

The Oregon School District
prides itself on providing a worldclass education for all students.
Being part of the Attendance
Boundary Committee gave me
insight into how the District
works together with families
and community to preserve
this excellence while balancing
realities of growth. I am extremely
proud of the positive impact our
team accomplished!

-Liz Bush
Community Member

-Aaron Zitzelsberger
Community Member

OregonSD.org
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2018 Referendum: Planning for Growth
After months of examining data on student population
growth, holding workshops and listening to community
feedback, the Oregon School Board proposed a two-phased
plan to address student population growth over the next
decade. In short, our District is projected to grow by an
additional 2,000 students by the year 2030.

On November 6, 2018 the community approved the first
phase of a plan to address growth in our school district:
building a K-6 grade elementary school in the northern part
of the Oregon School District, within the City of Fitchburg.
The Plan: A Two-Phased Approach
§ Phase 1 (2018 Referendum): Build a K-6th grade elementary
school, that will open for the 2020-21 school year
§ Phase 2 (Future): Build a 6-8th grade middle school
estimated to be around 2024 and reconfigure the following:
ú The three K-4 elementary schools convert to K-5
ú K-6 elementary school converts to K-5
ú Rome Corners Intermediate converts to K-5
elementary school
ú Oregon Middle School converts to a 6-8 building
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June 6, 2019 Groundbreaking

OregonSD.org
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Connect with Us!
@OregonSchools
@OregonSchools
@OregonSchools

Phone: 608.835.4091
Visit online at OregonSD.org

Oregon School District

#OregonAchieves

… helping students acquire the
skills, knowledge, and attitudes
to achieve their individual potential …
From the Oregon School District Mission Statement

